
Your One Stop Shop -  
JACLO offers the Whole Package for Your Bathroom

Our Promise is to Make Your Bathroom Design Process Simple and Easy...

JACLO is your one-source manufacturer for a full range 
of decorative plumbing fixtures. Faucets, showerheads, 
handshowers, grab bars, channel drains, accessories, supply 
valve kits, traps, sensor products, and the list goes on.

With JACLO products, fulfill all of your bathroom fixture 
design needs or just fill in the gaps in the design process. 
With a wide range of products, JACLO offers superior 
design solutions no matter the stage a project is in: design, 
installation, or final touches. Our company is built upon 
the philosophy of helping customers feel confident from 
start to finish, when working with JACLO products. We 
believe that every interaction with our company needs to be 
exceptional and we are passionately committed to making 
your interactions with us effortless and satisfying. 

Best Selection — JACLO has the widest range of faucets, 
accessories, showerheads, handshowers, grab bars, channel 
drains, and decorative specialties on the market. You do not 
need multiple plumbing manufacturers for your bathroom 
fixtures...just contact JACLO.

35+ Finishes — JACLO offers a multitude of finishes to 
match or blend with most manufacturers’ offerings. Complete 
the look of your bathroom with decorative finished accessories, 
such as toilet tank levers, ¼ turn valves, traps, etc. You can 
also mix and match finishes on a single fixture. For custom 
finish capabilities, contact JACLO with your needs.

Range of Budget Options — JACLO has a wide range of 
competitive pricing. If your budget changes, no need to start 
from scratch with a new manufacturer, JACLO will help meet 
your budgetary needs.

We Understand the Plumbing Contractor — JACLO 
technicians are product experts and here to help. We design 
our product to ensure easy installation for the plumber, 
saving your project time and money.

Unparalleled Customer Service — Real people answer your 
calls and care about your order - awarded Customer Service 
Department of the Year by multiple organizations.

Minimum Quantity is ONE — Just need one fixture in any 
finish, no problem. JACLO has a minimum quantity of one for 
all products in any finish. 

Custom Fabrication Capabilities — We provide solutions to 
the most unique and complex situations. For custom product 
requests or custom bent showerarms contact JACLO. 

Collaboration — JACLO considers our customers as 
partners. We will collaborate with you from concept to 
completion to determine the best product for your project. 

Inventory on Hand — JACLO maintains a large inventory 
to fulfill our customers’ quick delivery requirements. You can 
count on JACLO to deliver product in a timely manner. 

Any Size Project — We supply product for any project 
regardless of the size, from onesie-twosie orders to large scale 
hospitality, multifamily, assisted living, and cruise projects. 

American Company

WaterSense® Partner

JACLO — has been providing customers ‘Confidence from 
Start to Finish’ for over 60 years. 
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Decorative Specialties®

JACLO’S vast and comprehensive assortment of decorative specialty products includes 
toilet tank trip levers, supply valves and tubes, lavatory drains and traps, escutcheons, 
pipe nipples and cover tubes. When details count, JACLO’s products make all the 
difference, allowing customers to add the finishing touch. 

Grab Bars & Shower Door Handles
JACLO’S comprehensive collection of residential and commercial designer grab bars 
and matching shower door handles includes our “Classic” and “Modern” Luxury Grab 
Bars, Deluxe Grab Bars, Decorative Stainless Steel Grab Bars, and Luxury Shower Door 
Handles. JACLO’s grab bars and shower door handles offer a refreshing alternative to 
institutional looking models and allows customers to create a safe environment and 
support those with assisted living needs in the bathroom space. JACLO’s handshower 
sliders can be added to JACLO’s grab bars to provide an additional safety yet stylish 
feature. These products adhere to our company’s philosophy of helping customers 
“Age in Place & Style” all while being ADA approved.

Channel Drains
JACLO’S decorative Channel Drains, offer seven unique grate patterns, 12 decorative 
finishes that match or complement most manufacturers’ finishes, 6 lengths and 
many outlet styles. Channel drains are the perfect solutions for barrier-free shower 
enclosures. IAPMO LISTED

Shower Specialties
JACLO’S wide range of shower fixtures including high performance showerheads, 
handshowers, rain canopies and body sprays. Our dynamic shower collection ensures that no 
matter the requirements of the project, including building a luxury home spa or conserving 
water without compromising the user experience, customers can have confidence that 
JACLO has the product solution. JACLO’s shower products make building or remodeling 
the bath or shower a simple, quick and affordable task.

Accessories
JACLO’S full range of decorative accessories includes towel bars and rings, toilet paper 
holders, curtain rods, and soap and lotion dispensers - to name a few. Our complete range 
of styles compliment almost any product on the market. JACLO gives its customers the 
power of choice, to mix and match accessories, and to compliment and build out full 
bathroom or kitchen environments.

Lavatory Faucets
JACLO’S full range of plumbing fixtures for the bath includes lavatory faucets, Roman tub sets 
and sensor products. Offering these solutions for such a comprehensive array of applications 
provides customers the ability to create aesthetic continuity throughout the home and bath. 
It also allows them to customize any collection or compliment other manufacturers’ products, 
making JACLO an all-in-one source for the complete bathroom suite.
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